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Topic-2: Methods for Determining Reaction Mechanisms

Lecture 1: Introduction to Methods of Determining Reaction Mechanisms (Part-1)  
YouTube Video Link: https://youtu.be/i65SjrU1f5k

Lecture 2: Introduction to Methods of Determining Reaction Mechanisms (Part-2)  
YouTube Video Link: https://youtu.be/yMBSCiJHEjA

Lecture 3: Methods for Determining Reaction Mechanisms (Part-3) by Non-Kinetic Method  
YouTube Video Link: https://youtu.be/uF4XDThdoF4

Lecture 4: Methods for Determining Reaction Mechanisms (Part-4) by Non-Kinetic Method  
YouTube Video Link: https://youtu.be/pvvOTTBGbCE
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